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Let & be a von Neumann algebra and let p be a nest in &. We consider the 
problem of factoring an invertible element S of & as S = WA, where W is a unitary 
element in JT and both A and A-’ are elements of JZ which also belong to Alg(B). 
It is known that this is not always possible, however, using a variant of the LU 
decomposition for matrices, we show that if fi is an injective nest and S is an inver- 
tible operator, then there exists an isometry W such that both S-‘W and WCS 
belong to Alg(B). We characterize when an invertible operator factors with respect 
to an injective nest. We also prove a result which simultaneously generalizes results 
of Arveson and Gohberg and Krein. Finally, we give a number of characterizations 
of those nests within a factor such that every invertible operator factors with respect 
to the nest. d 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A well-known problem in harmonic analysis is the following: given a 
function go L”“(T) such that l/go L”(T), when is it possible to write 
gg = h/z, where both h and l/h belong to H”(T)? Here H”(T) is the usual 
space of all bounded functions on the circle whose negative Fourier coef- 
ficients all vanish. The answer to this question is also well known: it is 
always possible to obtain such a factorization for gg; see [11] for details. 
A non-commutative analogue of this question may be obtained by 
replacing L”(T) by a unital C*-algebra 9 and H”(T) by a unital closed 
subalgebra d E F. The question then becomes: given an invertible element 
SE 9, when is it possible to write S*S = A*A, where A, A -’ E &? In this 
generality, the question is not particularly interesting. However, special 
cases of this question have been of interest to many people, including 
Arveson [2], Helson [ 111, Power [ 181, Larson [13], and Gohberg and 
Krein [lo], to name but a few. 
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Let &? be a von Neumann algebra. A nest /? in &? is a commuting family 
of projections belonging to J%! such that 0, ZE /?, B is strongly closed, and 
which is linearly ordered as a lattice; the algebra of p, Alg p, is defined to 
be the set of all operators in J? which leave each of the projections in fi 
invariant. In this paper we are interested in the following questions. 
Question 1. Let /I be a nest in the von Neumann algebra 4. Given an 
invertible operator SEA, is it possible to write S*S= A*A, where A and 
A - ’ belong to Alg fl? 
If the answer to Question 1 is yes, we say that S factors along B. 
Question 2. Given a nest p in the von Neumann algebra 4, does every 
invertible element SE J% factor along /?? If this is the case, we say that p 
has the universal factorization property. 
In Section 2 we establish some notation and prove some preliminary 
results. Numerical analysts are familiar with the so-called LU decom- 
position of positive matrices (see [4]), and in Section 3 we give a presen- 
tation of this material which suits our purposes. We show that given any 
nest 6 with finitely many elements and an invertible operator SE&, then 
there exist invertible elements L, D, U of d such that S*S= LDU, where 
U, U-’ E Alg 6, L* = U, and D is a positive invertible element of 
(Alg 6) n (Alg a)*; see Proposition 3.1. Suppose we fix a nest ~3 and an 
invertible operator S. If A is the set of all finite subnests of fl, then we may 
form a net (U;l),c,, where Us is the operator obtained from the fac- 
torization S*S = L, D6 Ud relative to the subnest 6. The results of Section 4 
examine some of the consequences of assuming that the net ( Ugl)aEd con- 
verges in the o-*-strong and the a-strong topologies on A!. We find 
(Proposition 4.6) that if U;’ converges o-*-strongly then one obtains a 
factorization S*S = A *A, where A, A ~ ’ E Alg fl. If U, ’ converges only 
a-strongly rather than o-*-strongly, then S need not factor, but has what 
we call a left partial factorization. In Section 4 we also study some of 
the elementary properties of left and right partial factorizations and 
how the lattice of an algebra behaves under a similarity transformation 
implemented by an operator which has a partial factorization. 
Sections 5 and 6 contain our main results on the factorization problem 
for nests. In Section 5 we call a nest 1-3 injective if there exists a faithful nor- 
mal projection @ of norm one mapping & onto (Alg P)n (Alg fi)*. By 
showing that the net UT l of Section 4 is intimately related to an increasing 
net of projections on a certain Hilbert space, we prove Theorem 5.6, which 
says that if /3 is an injective nest and S an invertible operator, then the net 
U,y’ converges o-strongly. As a corollary we find that every invertible 
operator has a left partial factorization along an injective nest /?. These 
ideas enable us to characterize when an invertible operator factors along an 
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injective nest; this is the content of Theorem 5.8. Using similar techniques 
in a semifinite von Neumann algebra, we exhibit a class of operators 
whose elements factor along every nest; this result, Theorem 5.10, is a 
simultaneous generalization of results of Arveson and Gohberg and Krein. 
Question 2 has been answered for nests in W(X) by Larson [13]. 
Larson’s result states that a nest in 99(X) has the universal factorization 
property if and only if the nest is countable. We mention also that related 
results concerning Cholesky factorizations have been obtained in [ 181 by 
S. C. Power. 
In Section 6 we use the results of Section 5 and Larson’s characterization 
of the universal factorization property in g(Z) to give a characterization 
of those nests within an arbitrary factor which have the universal fac- 
torization property (see Theorem 6.4). Propositions 6.7 uses Theorem 6.4 
to give further characterizations of the universal factorization property. We 
show that the universal factorization property is equivalent to the 
non-existence of idempotents in Larson’s ideal Rr and to the finiteness of 
this ideal; we also characterize it in terms of operators acting absolutely 
continuously on the nest. 
There is a well-known method for constructing a semigroup from the 
idempotents in the n x n matrices over a Banach algebra; this semigroup is 
of interest in K-theory. A nest has the stable factorization property if the 
n-fold direct sum of the nest with itself has the universal factorization 
property when regarded as a nest in the n xn matrices over A. 
Proposition 6.8 shows that the stable factorization property is charac- 
terized by whether the semigroup of idempotents for RF satisfies the 
cancellation law and by whether the semigroups of idempotents for 
(Alg /?) n (Alg fi)* and Alg b are isomorphic via an isomorphism arising 
from the inclusion map. Using Theorem 6.4 we show that the stable fac- 
torization property and the universal factorization property are equivalent 
for nests within factors, and thus are able to combine the characterizations 
for the universal factorization property and the stable factorization 
property. Theorem 6.10 summarizes the characterizations of the universal 
factorization property obtained. 
Finally, we mention that the methods developed here may be applied to 
the computation of the K, groups of nest subalgebras of W(2); see [17]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a separable Hilbert space and let 9’(Z) be the set of all 
bounded linear operators acting on X. The letter JZ will denote a 
von Neumann algebra which can be faithfully represented on &‘. If JY is 
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semifinite we write (A, tr) to denote &’ together with a fixed faithful 
semilinite normal trace tr. 
An operator e satisfying e2 = e is an idempotent. We use projection to 
describe a self-adjoint idempotent. 
Let e be an idempotent. An invertible operator S such that SeS-’ is a 
projection will be called a normalizer of e. An example of a positive 
normalizer of e is given by 
S=(e*e+(l-e)*(l-e))“‘. 
Indeed, S is positive and invertible. Moreover, S2e= e*e= e*S2 so it 
follows that S normalizes e. Note that if e belongs to a C*-algebra A, then 
this example shows that e has a normalizer which also belongs to A. 
Let T E & be a positive invertible operator and let P E .,#Y be a projec- 
tion. It is readily verified that PTP+ (Z-P) is a positive invertible 
operator which commutes with P. We define the symbol (PTP)-’ by the 
formula 
(PTP)-‘= (PTP+ (I- P))-’ P; 
hence if (PTP)-’ is regarded as an element of PAP, it is nothing more 
than the inverse of PTP in PAP. Thus 
(PTP)-’ (PTP) = (PTP)(PTP)-’ = P. 
If P is a projection and S is any operator, [SP] will denote the projec- 
tion whose range equals the range of SP. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B be a C*-algebra. If S E 9 is invertible and P E F is a 
projection, then [ SP] E 9. Moreover 
[SP] = sP(Ps*sP)-’ ps*. 
Proof: The fact that [SP] E 9 follows from the formula for [SP]. The 
lemma will follow once we prove the validity of the formula. 
Note that SP(PS*SP)-’ PS* is self-adjoint. It is a projection because 
(PS*SP)(PS*SP) -’ = P. Clearly the range of SP contains the range of 
SP( Ps*sP) ~ ’ PS. Since (SP( PS*SP)- I PS*) SP = SP, the opposite 
inclusion also holds. Hence the range of SP equals the range of 
SP( Ps*sP) - ’ PS. 1 
By a nest in & we mean a set fi of projections in .4 which is a linearly 
ordered lattice containing 0 and Z and which is a-strongly closed. Nests will 
be denoted by /I, y, 6, etc. A subnest of /3 is a subset y E /I which is also a 
nest. If y, and y2 are subnests of /I, we say y, < y2 or that y2 refines yI if 
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y1 E y2. A subnest of /I with a finite number of elements is called a partition 
of/3.IfO=P,<P,<P,< ... <P,= I is a partition of /I, APk is defined by 
AP,=Pk-Pk-1, k = 1, . . . . n. 
Given a nest fi, we define /I” = (Z-P: PEB}. p’ is called the dual nest 
of p. 
The algebra of a nest /?, denoted Alg /I, is defined by 
Note that Alg(/?‘) = (Alg p)*, where (Alg p)* is the set of all operators 
TE & such that T* E Alg /3. 
Define the diagonal of /I, 9(/I), by 9(/I) = (Alg p)* n (Alg /I). It is easy to 
see that .9(p)= {TEA: PT= TP for all PEP}. The core of /? is the 
von Neumann algebra generated by the projections of fi and is denoted 
by ~00 
A non-zero minimal projection of %?(/I) is called an atom of p. A nest is 
continuous if %Q) is a non-atomic von Neumann algebra. On the other 
hand, if q(p) is generated by its atoms we say j? is purely atomic. Note 
that because JZ may be faithfully represented on H, /I can have at most 
countably many atoms. We also note that B is purely atomic if and only if 
the sum (taken in the g-strong topology) of the atoms of /I equals I. 
If SE J$! is invertible, we let S/I = { [SP]: PE /I}. Note that S/I is a nest 
and that Alg S/I = S(Alg /3) S-‘. For this reason two nests /I, and /I2 are 
called similar in & if there exists an invertible SE ~2 such that /I2 = S/I,. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose B is a unital C*-algebra and let B E 9 be a 
closed unital subalgebra. For an invertible SE 9 the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exist a unitary operator WEE and an A E 9 such that 
both A, A-‘E& and S= WA. 
(ii) There exists an operator A such that A, A-’ E& and SS = A*A. 
(iii) There exist y E d, z E d* such that I - y is invertible in 9 and 
s=sy+s*-‘z. 
(iv) There exists an element in S*S& n d* which is invertible in 9. 
Moreover we have the following uniqueness property: Let W, and W, be 
unitary operators in 9 and A,,A,E&n&-’ satisfy S= W,A,= W,A,. 
Then there exists a unitary operator VE d n d* such that VA1 = AZ. 
Proof: For the uniqueness assertion, take V = A, A; ’ . Then W,* W, = 
A,A;’ so V is unitary, and A,A;‘Ednd* because A,A;‘E~ and 
(A,A;‘)*=(A,A;‘)-‘=A,A;‘E&. 
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(iii)*(iv) Since S=Sy+S*-’ z we see that S*S(Z- y) = z, so 
S*S(Z- y) is an invertible element of S*Sd n d*. 
(iv)* (iii) Let z be an invertible element of S*S& nd*. Take 
y = I- (S*S) - ’ z. Then y E A because z E S*Sd; moreover S = Sy + S* -‘z. 
(i) + (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) * (iii) Let y&-A-’ and z=A*. Then Sy+S*-‘z= 
S- SA-’ + S*-‘A* = S because S*S= A*A. By hypothesis, I- y = A-’ is 
invertible in 9. 
(iii)*(i) Let D= (Z-y*) S*S(Z- y). Note that D is a positive 
invertible element of 9. Moreover, D = (I- y*) z because S*S(Z- y) = z. 
Hence D is a positive invertible element d nd*. As dnd* is a 
C*-algebra, we have D1/* E& n d*. 
We claim that (Z-y))’ belongs to d. A computation shows that 
(I-y)-‘=D-‘(I-y*)S*S. Since D-‘E& and (I-y*)S*S=z*~d 
our claim holds. Therefore if we set A = D”*(Z- y)-’ we see that both 
A, A-led. 
Let W = SA -‘. Then W is a unitary operator because W is invertible and 
WW*=S(l-y)D-“*D-I’*(1-y*)S* 
Since S= WA, the proof is complete. 1 
Let d be a closed unital subalgebra of a unital C*-algebra 9. If any of 
the (equivalent) statements (ik(iv) of Proposition 2.2 hold for an invertible 
SE A, then we say that S factors with respect o d. If every invertible SE 9 
factors with respect to d, we say that d has the universal factorization 
property. When 5 = 4! and & = Alg fi for a nest fi in &t, we will say that 
an invertible operator SE d factors along /I if S factors with respect to 
A&t 8. 
If I,, is the identity operator in M,(@) and /I is a nest in A, we shall use 
/I@ Z, to denote the nest in .&Y @ M,(c) = M,(d) given by p@ I,, = 
(POZ,: PEP}. 
We shall say that a unital ring W is finite if given x, y E W which satisfy 
xy = 1, then yx = 1. If the ring W does not possess a unit, we say W is finite 
if W+ is finite; here 9I!+ is W with a unit adjoined. 
A ring W is stably finite if M,(W) is finite for each integer n. We say that 
/I has the stable factorization property if /IS Z, has the universal 
factorization property for each n. Finally, we remind the reader of the 
definition of the semigroup of idempotents and the group KO. These 
definitions may be found in the article by J. Taylor [15]. Taylor restricts 
his attention to commutative Banach algebras. However, all his definitions 
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and results which we use are valid (without change) in the non- 
commutative setting. 
Let A be a unital Banach algbra and denote the set of all idempotents in 
M,(A) by Pn(A). Note that C&(A) +9,(A) if man. Simply regard 
eggs as an element of M,(A) by equating e with e@O,-,. Define an 
equivalence relation on U, Pn(A) by saying e N f if and only if there exist 
integers k and I so that e@Ok and f@O,. We let Y(A) denote the set of 
equivalence classes in U, Pn(A) under this equivalence relation. Then Y(A) 
is an abelian semigroup where addition is defined by direct sums. 
One may form a group from Y(A) in the following way. Given two pairs 
(xl, Y,) and (x2, y2) belonging to Y’(A) x .4p(A), define (xl, Y,) N (x2, y2) 
if and only if there exists s E 9’(A) such that x1 + y2 + s = x2 + y, + s. It is 
easy to verify that N is an equivalence relation and that Y(A) x Y(A)/ z 
is an abelian group if we define [(x,9 VI)1 + [c% Ydl= 
[(x1 +x2, y, + y2)]. Here [(x, y)] is the equivalence class of (x, y) under 
z . We call this group K,(A). Note that x + [(x, 0)] defines a map from 
Y(A) into K,(A). It is of interest to know when this map is one-to-one. 
Accordingly we make the following definition. 
We say 9(A) satisfies the cancellation law if x + y = z + y implies x = z 
whenever x, y, ZE Y(A). Note that the map Y(A) --) K,(A) is injective 
precisely when Y(A) satilies the cancellation law. 
If a: A, + A, is a homomorphism of unital Banach algebras, then we 
may define a,: U, .9ff(A,) -+ U,, 9QA,) by a,((ag)) = (a(av)). It is easy to 
check that a, is well defined and that a* induces homomorphisms (again 
called a*) of Y(A,) into Y(A,) and of &(A,) into &(A,). Finally, if fi is a 
homomorphism of a2 into a unital Banach algebra Aj, then one readily 
checks that (j?*)~(a,)=(~oa)+. 
3. THE LDU DECOMPOSITION 
If S is an invertible n x n matrix (over C) then it is well known (see [4]) 
that S*S may be factored S*S= LDU, where L, D, U are all invertible 
matrices, L* = U, U is an upper triangular matrix with each diagonal entry 
equal to one, and D is a positive diagonal matrix. By taking A = D”*U it 
follows that S*S= A*A, where A and A-’ are upper triangular matrices. 
Suppose that 6: 0 = P,, < P, < . . . < P, = I is a nest in .M with finitely 
many elements. We may regard each x E M as an operator matrix relative 
to the decomposition x = xi, j AP,x APj; upon doing so, we find x E Alg 6 if 
and only if x = xi, j APix APj. Equivalently, XE Alg 6 if and only if x is 
“upper triangular.” 
In this section we show that a nest 6 in ~8 with finitely many elements 
has the universal factorization property by showing that every positive 
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x E d has an LDU decomposition. The proof is the same as the scalar case, 
however, we include it for the sake of completeness and because the proof 
gives us explicit formulas for the factors L, D, and U. We then proceed to 
obtain bounds for L, D, and U which depend only on the operator, not on 
the nest 6; these bounds will prove useful later. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 6: 0 = P, < P, < . . . < P, = Z be a nest with 
finitely many elements and let Qa: & + g(6) be dt$ned by 
Q,(x)= i AP,x APk, XE%L. 
k=l 
Zf S E 4 is invertible, then there exist invertible operators L, D, and U in 
J%’ such that 
(a) S*S= LDU, 
(b) L* = U, D is positive, 
(c) U, U’~Alg6, D~9(6), 
(d) Qa( U) = I. 
Moreover, if L,, D,, U, are invertible operators satisfying (a)-(d) then 
L,=L, D,=D,and U,=U. 
Proof (Existence). The proof will be done by induction on the number 
of elements of 6. 
If n = 1, 6 = {0, 1) then taking L = U = Z, D = S*S we see the result is 
trivial. 
Suppose the proposition holds for all nests with fewer than n + 1 
elements. Let 6: 0 = P, < P, < . . ’ P, = Z be a nest with n + 1 elements. Set 
6,-, = (0, P,, . . . . P,-,}. Then 6,-, is a nest in P,-,.MP,-, with n 
elements. Hence there exist operators L,_ , , D, _, , U,-, invertible in 
P, _ , .,HP, _ , which satisfy 
P n+,S*SP,-,=L,~,D,-,U,-, 
L,*-, = Un-,, D,-, 20 
~a(L”~,)=~a(U,-,)=P,-,. 
Decomposing JY relative to Z= P,- , + AP, we find 
ss = 
P,- , S*SP,_ , P,- , SS AP, 
AP, SSP, ~, AP, SS AP, > ’ 
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To find L, D, and U we assume they have the forms 
Then writing T= LDU in matrix form we obtain the following four 
equations: 
(i) P,-lS*SP,~,=L,-,D,~,U,~I, 
(ii) L,-lD,-,u,=P,-,S*SAP,-l, 
(iii) l,D,-, U,-1=AP,S*SP,-,, 
(iv) Z,D,-,u,+d,,=AP,S*SAP,. 
Equation (i) holds by the induction hypothesis. Since L, _ 1, D,- , , U,_ , 
are invertible in P, ~ i MP,, ~, we may write 
u, = On--’ 1 L,-: 1 P, _, SS AP n 
1, = AP, SSP, _ 1 U;? 1 Drip:, = u,* 
d, = AP, d, AP, 
=AP,(S*S-S*SP,_,(P,-,S*SP,_,)p’ P,p,S*S) AP,. 
The last equality follows from 
U&D;?, L;?, = (P n -J*SP,-,)-‘. 
Thus taking I,, d,, and u, as above we obtain a factorization SS = LDU. 
By construction we have UEA~~ 6, L* = U, and DE g(6). It is easily 
verified that 
-(P,-,S*SP,-,)-‘P,-,S*SAP, 
APn 
n--l 
= I- c (PkS*SPk)-’ PkS*S APk+,; 
k=O 
thus U-’ ~Alg 6. Note that also have @Jo = Qa( U,,-,) + AP, = 
P ,-l+AP,=Z. 
Since D= L-‘S*SU-’ = (SU-‘)* (SW’) we see D is positive and 
invertible. The existence part of the proof is now complete. 
For uniqueness, first note that (Pd is a homomorphism when restricted to 
Alg ~3~. Now suppose L,, D,, U, satisfy (at(d). Then L,D, U, = LDU so 
L;‘L=D,U,U-‘D-‘.Thissh ows that L.;‘LEAlg6n(Alg6)*=9(6) so 
L;‘L=@6(L;1L)=@s(L~1)@a(L)=Z; hence L=L,. Since U*=L we 
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have U = U, and since L, D, U, = LDU, we find D = D,. The proof is now 
complete. 1 
Notation. If 6 is a nest with finitely many elements and S is an inver- 
tible operator, we shall denote the factors in the above decomposition by 
LJS*S), D6(S*S), and UJS*S). We write Lgl(S*S), D;‘(S*S), and 
U, ‘(S*S) (rather than (L,(S*S))-‘) for their inverses. If no confusion can 
arise, we simply use L,, D,, U,, etc. 
Remark. Note that the proof of Proposition 3.1 gives the formulas 
n-1 
U;‘(S*S) = I- 1 (P,S*SPk)-’ P,J*S APk, 1 
k=O 
n-1 
=1-S-’ 1 [SP,] sLiPk+,; 
k=O 
L;l(S*S) = (u,‘(s*s))* 
n-1 
=I- c dPk+, s*sPk(P,s*sPk)-’ 
k=O 
n-l 
=I- c dPk+,s*[sPk] s*-‘. 
k=O 
COROLLARY 3.2. Zf 6 is a nest with finitely many elements, then 6 has the 
universal factorization property. 
Proof: Given an invertible S, apply Proposition 3.1 to write S*S= 
LDU. Setting A = D112U, we have S*S= A*A and A, A-’ E Alg S. n 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let 6 be a nest with finitely many elements and let S be 
an invertible operator. Then 
LJS-Is*-‘)= U;‘(S*S) 
DJS-IS*-‘)=Da’(S*S) 
UJS-Is*-‘) = L,‘(s*s). 
ProoJ Apply Proposition 3.1 to S*-’ and 6’ and to S and 6 to obtain 
(S*S)-’ = S-‘S*-’ = L&-IS*-‘) D,l(S-‘S*-‘) U,JS-IS*-‘) 
= U,‘(S*S) D;‘(S*S) L,‘(S*S). 
The corollary now follows from the uniqueness assertion of 
Proposition 3.1. 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let S be an invertible operator and let 6 be a nest with 
finitely many elements. Then 
(a) Il~;‘(S*W G IIS*SII, IP~Y~*W < II(S*W’II, 
(b) for each XE (L&(S*S), L;l(S*S), U,(S*S), U;‘(S*S)} we have 
(Wll lIs-LIl I-’ G II4 G IISII W’ll. 
Proof. For every operator T we let @JT) =C;!: AP,TAP, (here 
6: 0 = P, < P, < .*. < P” = I). 
Let A=D~/*Ug. Then S*S=A*A and A~Alg(6); hence llAll= IlSll. 
Now Q6(A) = cB~(D~/~) Qa( U,) = @JDY*) = 0:” because D, E Q(6). Hence 
IIDY’II = II@aW)II G IIAII = IISII, so II D,ll < IIS*SII. Replace 6 by 6l and S 
by S*-’ and apply this argument to conclude that IIDsl(S-‘S*-‘)ll < 
Il(S*S)-‘11. By Corollary 3.3 we see that ~~0~‘~~ < Il(S*S)-‘11. 
We prove (b) only for Us; by using Corollary 3.3 and the fact that 
L6 = Ug the other bounds follow. We have 
Ilusll = IID-“*All G IID-“*II IIAII G IIS-‘II IISII. 
Also Z=S*-‘A*&-‘, hence IIAS-‘II=l=llD~‘*UgS-‘II <llD~/*11 IlUg IIS-‘II 
6 IIS’II IlSll IIUgII so we obtain (IlSll IIS’II)-‘< IIUsll. The proof is 
complete. 1 
Remark. Take S= I to see that these bounds are sharp. 
4. PARTIAL FACTORIZATIONS AND FACTORING OPERATORS VIA PARTITIONS 
Fix a nest j? in J# and an invertible operator SE JZ. Partially order the 
set A of partitions of /I by inclusion. By the results of the preceding section, 
we may form six bounded nets in &‘: L6(S*S), D,(S*S), U6(S*S), 
L;l(S*S), D;l(S*S), and Uf’(S*S). We have S*S= L,D,U, and in this 
section we wish to study whether S factors along /I by examining if any or 
all of these nets converge in a reasonable sense. It is clear that for this pur- 
pose, multiplication must be continuous on bounded sets in the topology 
one chooses to work with. As the a-strong and a-*-strong topologies agree 
with the strong and *-strong topologies, respectively, on bounded sets, we 
have a choice of but three topologies to work with: norm, a-strong, and 
a-*-strong. 
The idea of studying factorization problems via partitions did not 
originate here. The work of Gohberg and Krein [IO] employs this techni- 
que heavily. However, these authors restricted themselves to the norm 
topology. We shall see that the use of the g-strong topology yields infor- 
mation which cannot be obtained via the norm topology. We begin with 
the following simple lemma whose proof we leave to the reader. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a von Neumann algebra and suppose (x1) is a net 
of invertible elements of A such that sup,{ lIx,JI, Ilx~‘ll } <MC co. If x1 +x 
o-strongly, then x is left invertible. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose fi is a nest in A? and SE A? is invertible. If 
U;‘(S*S) converges u-strongly to an element BE A?, then SSB is left 
invertible and SSBE (S*S AlgP) r, (Alg p)*. 
Proof: In view of Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 3.4 we need only show 
S*SBE (S*S Alg 8) n (Alg /?)*. 
Fix P E p. If 6, is a partition of fi with P E 6,, then P E 6 whenever 6 > 6,,. 
Thus for 6 > 6, we have P’U;’ P = 0 = PL,D, P’ = PS*SU;‘P’ since 
S*S = L,D, Ug. It follows that P’BP = 0 = PS*SBP’; since this holds for 
all PE /? we have BE Alg /? and S*SBE (Alg fi)*. 1 
Note that the conclusion of Lemma 4.2 resembles the criterion for 
factorization of S given in Proposition 2.2(iv); the difference is that we 
know only that S*SB is left invertible. Statement (i) of Proposition 2.2 is 
equivalent to the existence of a unitary W such that W*SE d and 
S ’ WE d. The next proposition shows that if we weaken the requirement 
that W be a unitary element, then there is a connection between elements 
of S*S Alg n (Alg p)* which possess a one-sided inverse and weaker 
factorizations. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 4 be a unital C*-algebra and let d c % be a 
closed unital subalgebra nd suppose SE % is invertible. Then the following 
statements hold. 
(a) (S*S&) n d* contains a left invertible element if and only if there 
exists an isometry WE % such that W*S E d and S- ’ WE d. 
(b) (S*&zf) nd* contains a right invertible element if and only if 
there exists a coisometry V E 8 such that V*S E & and S-l VE d. 
(c) Zf W, and W, are isometries uch that WF SE d and S’ Wi E J&‘, 
i= 1, 2, then there exists a partial isometry u belonging to (S&S-‘) A 
(S&S- ‘)* such that W, = u W, and uu* = W, W,*, u*u = W, WT. 
(d) If V, and V, are coisometries such that VT S E d and S- ’ Vi E d, 
i = 1, 2, then there exists a partial isometry v E d n d* such that V, = V, v*, 
and vu* = V: Vz, v*v = VT VI. 
Before giving the proof, we remark that if W is an isometry such that 
both W*S and S’W belong to d, then by (c) the range projection of 
W belongs to (S&S-‘)n (S&S-‘)* and is unique up to Murray- 
von Neumann equivalence in (S&S-‘) A (S&S-‘)*. 
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Proof. (a) Suppose there exists an isometry WE 9 such that W*S 
and S-i W both belong to d. Set z = S* W. Then z is left invertible. Now 
z = S*S(S-’ W) E S*S& and z = ( W*S)* E d* so z E S*Sd n d*. 
For the converse, suppose z E (S*S) d n &* is left invertible and let 
T= S* -lz. We claim that T*T is an invertible element of the C*-algebra 
d nd*. We have T*T= z*S’S*-‘z =z*(S*S)-’ z. As both z* and 
(S*S)- l z belong to d, so does T*T. But T*T is self-adjoin& hence 
T* TE. d n d*. To see that T* T is invertible, let R be a left inverse of T. 
Then I= (RT)* (RT)= T*R*RTQ jlR[l’ T*T. Hence T*Tis invertible and 
our claim holds. 
Put W=T(T*T)- . ‘/2Then W is an isometry belonging to 9. It remains 
to verify WISER and S-‘WE&. We have W*S=(T*T)-‘I2 T*S= 
(T*T)- ‘/‘z*E~ because (T*T)-1/2~dnd* andz*E&. Finally, S-‘W 
= s-1(s*-‘z)(T*T)-1’2 = (s*s)-‘z(T*T)-“* E& because 
(S*S) - ’ z E d. Therefore W is an isometry with the desired properties. 
(b) Define a linear map cp: 9 +S by q(x)= S*-‘x*S’. Note that 
x E 9 is right invertible if and only if q(x) is left invertible. We claim 
that (p(S*Sz&‘n JX?*) = S*~‘S’(SdS’) n (U’S’)*. To see this, let 
x E S*S& n &‘*. Since x E S*Sd, there exists y E d with x = S*Sy. Then 
q(x) = S*-‘y*S* = (SyS”)* so (P(X)E (&8’S’)*. On the other hand, 
since XEd* we have SS*cp(x) = Sx*S’ E SdS ‘; thus q(x) E 
S*~‘S’(SdS’). It follows that (p(S*S& n &*) c S*-‘S’(S&S’) n 
(S&S- ‘)*. The opposite inclusion is similar so our claim holds. 
The preceding argument and part (a) now show that the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a right invertible element of S*Sd n d*. 
(ii) There exists a left invertible element of (S*-‘S’)(SdS-‘) n 
(SdS-I)*. 
(iii) There exists an isometry WE 9 such that SWE S&S-’ and 
W*S-‘ESdS-l. 
Note that if we choose V= W* in (iii) then the equivalence of statements 
(i) and (iii) yields (b). 
(c) Suppose Wi are isometries in 9 satisfying W,*SE & and 
SP’Wi~d, i=l,2. Then for i,j=l,2 we have S-‘WiW;CS~d, so 
Wi WT E S&S-‘. Let u = W2 W:. Then u E (S&S-‘) n (SdS-‘)*, 
W2=uW1, u*u= WI W:, and uu*= W, W,*. 
(d) The proof is similar to the proof of part (c). 1 
DEFINITION. Suppose d is a unital subalgebra of a unital C*-algebra 9 
and that SE 9 is invertible. We say that S has a left partial factorization 
relative to G? if there exists an isometry WE 9 such that both S-’ W and 
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W*S belong to d and we say S has a right partial factorization relative to 
d if there exists a coisometry V such that V*S and S’V belong to &. 
Remark. Note that if S has a left partial factorization with respect o d 
then the map x + WxW* is a monomorphism from d into S&S- ‘. 
Indeed, if x E d, then Wx W* = S(S-’ W)(x)( W*S) S-’ E SKIS-‘. 
Similarly if S has a right partial factorization, then the map x + V*xV is a 
monomorphism from S&S-’ into d. 
It is natural to wonder whether an operator with both a left and a right 
partial factorization with respect to d actually factors with respect to &. 
The next proposition shows this to be the case if ~2 is a suitable subalgebra 
of a von Neumann algebra. The proof is a modification of the 
Schroeder-Bernstein theorem of set theory. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let d be a unital a-weakly closed subalgebra of a 
von Neumann algebra d and let SE .M be invertible. If S has both a left and 
a right partial factorization with respect o Lal, then S factors S = UA, where 
A, A - ’ E ~4 and U E Jz? is a unitary element. 
Proof: Let W be an isometry and V be a coisometry such that W*S, 
V*S, S-’ W, S-IV all belong to d. Note that WW* E S&S’ and 
v* VE d. Put Q, = I- ww*, R,=Z-- V*V, and for k>l let 
Qk = ( WV*)’ Q,( VW*)“ and Rk = ( V* W)” R,( W* V)“. 
One readily verifies that {Q,} and { Rk} are two families of disjoint pro- 
jections. Moreover a computation yields ( V*Qk V) Rj = Rj( V*Qk V) = 0 = 
( WRj W*) Qk = Q,J WRj W*) for all j, k. By the remark above, Qk E SdS-’ 
and R,E&. 
Therefore if R = CpCO R, and Q = Ckm_O Qk we see that R E d, 
QES&‘S-’ and R(V*QV)=(V*QV)R=O=(WRW*)Q=Q(WRW*). 
Note also that V*QVE d. 
Let u1 = W(I- V*QV) and u2= QV. Then u1 and u2 are partial 
isometries. We claim that U = u, + u2 is a unitary element of &. To prove 
this it suffices to show that uf u, + u:u2 = Z= u,u: + u2u:. Since 
W* W= I= VV* we have u:u, + u:u2 = I. On the other hand, 
ulu: = W(Z- V*QV) W* 
= WW*- f (WV*)QJVW*) 
k=O 
= WW*- f Qk= WW*-(Q-Q,)=Z-Q, 
k=l 
Since u2u: = Q we have u1 UT + u u 2 : = I. It follows that U is a unitary 
element. 
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We now note that if A = U*S then 
A=(V*QJ’)(V-*S)+(l-V*QV)(W*S) 
belongs to & since A is a sum of products of elements of A. Similarly, 
A-‘=S-‘TJ 
This completes the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let /I be a nest in JY and let SE ~2 be invertible. 
(a) If U;‘(S*S) converges a-strongly or L&(S*S) converges 
o-strongly, then S has a left partial factorization along /I. 
(b) If UJS*S) converges u-strongly or L,‘(S*S) converges 
o-strongly, then S has a right partial factorization along p. 
Proof (a) Suppose U;l(S*S) converges o-strongly. By Lemma 4.2 
there exists a left invertible element of S*S(Alg b) n (Alg /I)* and hence by 
Proposition 4.3 the desired isometry exists. 
Suppose L6(S*S) converges a-strongly. By Corollary 3.3 we have 
Ls(S*S) = UG’(S’S*-‘) and hence there exists an isometry W such that 
S* WE Alg /I’ and W*S*-’ E Alg j?l, i.e., W*SE Alg /3 and S-i WE Alg /I. 
(b) Suppose L;‘(S*S) + C a-strongly. An argument similar to that 
given in Lemma 4.2 shows that CS*SE (Alg /I) n (Alg /I)* S*S. Then 
S*SC* l S*s(Alg fi)* and S*SC* is right invertible. We now apply 
Proposition 4.3 to produce a coisometry V such that V*SE Alg /.I and 
S-‘l’EAlg/?. 
If UJS*S) converges a-strongly one uses Corollary 3.3 and the 
preceding paragraph to obtain the coisometry V. (The argument is essen- 
tially the same as that given in part (a).) This completes the proof. [ 
Our next result shows that under certain conditions one can decide 
whether an operator factors along a nest by examining the behavior of the 
nets U;l(S*S) and LJS*S). 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that /I is a nest in A, SE JZ is invertible, and 
at least one of the following statements is true. 
(a) U;‘(S*S) converges a-*-strongly to an operator B. 
(a’) LJS*S) converges o-*-strongly to an operator L. 
(b) U,‘(S*S) converges o-strongly to an invertible operator B. 
(b’) (L,(S*S) converges o-strongly to an invertible operator L. 
Then S*S = A *A, where A, A -’ E Alg /I. 
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Proof: If (a) or (a’) holds then by Proposition 4.5, S has both a right 
and a left partial factorization along B. Proposition 4.4 now shows that S 
factors along /3. 
Suppose (b) holds. Then by Lemma 4.2, S*SBE S*S(Alg fi) n (Alg p)*. 
Since S*SB is invertible, Proposition 2.2 shows that S factors along /?. 
Finally, assume (b’) holds. By Corollary 3.3, &(S*S) = U,I((S*S))‘). 
By statement (b), S* -’ factors along /?‘; S’S* -’ = C*C, where 
C, C’ E Alg /3’. Taking A = C*-’ we see that S*S= A*A, where 
A, A-’ E Alg B. The proof is complete. 1 
Our objective now is to study the effect on the lattice of an algebra under 
a similarity transformation when the operator implementing the transfor- 
mation has a left partial factorization. 
Before stating the next propositon, recall that for a subspace Y of a 
C*-algebra 9, 
Lat(Y)= {PEP: P=P’= P* and P’TP=O for every TEY}. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let ZI be a closed unital subalgebra of a unital 
C*-algebra F and let SE B be invertible. If W is an isometry in 9 satis- 
fying W*SE d and S-l WE &, then the range projection of W commutes 
with [SP] whenever P E Lat &. Moreover for every P E Lat d we have 
(i) W*[SP] W= P and 
(ii) [SP] = (1 - WW*)[SP] + WPW*. 
Proof: Note that P E Lat d if and only if [SP] E Lat(S.&S- ‘). (Indeed 
suppose P E Lat d. By Lemma 2.1, S ’ [SP] = PS- ’ [SP]. Hence one has 
STS-‘[SP] = STPS-‘[SP] = SPTPS-‘[SP] = SPTS-‘[SP] whenever 
TE&‘. It follows that STS-‘[SP] = [SP] ST,!-‘[SP] for all TE&. 
Hence [SP] E Lat(S&S ‘). The converse is similar.) 
Note that WW* is a self-adjoint element of S&S-‘, so WW* belongs to 
(SdS-‘) n (SdS-I)*. Hence WW* and [SP] commute whenever 
PELat &. 
To prove (i), fix P E Lat d and note that by Lemma 2.1, W* [ SP] W = 
W*SP(PS*SP)-’ PS W. As S* WE &*, PS W= PS WP. Therefore 
W*[SP] W= W*[SP] WP= W*[SP] SS-‘WP. But S-‘Wed and 
[SP] SP=SP so w*[sP] w= w*[sP] SPS-‘WP= wasps-‘WP= 
w*ss- ’ WP = P. 
Finally, (ii) follows from (i) and the fact that WW* and [SP] 
commute. 1 
The equalities (i) and (ii) in Proposition 4.7 are interesting because they 
show how Lat(&) is related to Lat (S&S-‘). The next example shows 
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how this relationship may be exploited to provide a negative answer to the 
question of whether U;l(S*S) converges for every operator S. 
EXAMPLE. Let /? be a continuous nest in a(X) such that 9(p) is not 
abelian. In [13], Larson shows that any two continuous nests in 99(%) are 
similar via an invertible operator of the form identity plus compact. We 
may therefore find an invertible operator SE 9(X) such that I- S is com- 
pact and Sfl is multiplicity free, i.e., 9(Sfi) is maximal abelian. We wish to 
prove that the net (U;‘(S*S): 6 is a partition of /?} does not converge 
o-strongly. 
To do this we assume that U;‘(S*S) converges. We will obtain 
a contradiction. By Propositions 4.5 and 4.7 there exists an isometry 
WEB(Z) such that for PE Lat(Alg fl) we have 
[SP] = (1 - ww*)[SP] + wpw*. (*) 
Nests in 28(s) are reflexive, i.e., Lat(Alg /?) = /?, so Eq. (*) holds for every 
PEP. Define a:9#(X)+g(X) by M(X)= WxW*. Then c( is a 
monomorphism. Suppose y E 9(p). We claim a(y) E 9(S/?). Indeed 
a(y)[SP] = WyW*[SP] = WyW*WPW* by (*) so WyW*[SP] = 
WyPW*= WPyW*= WPW*a(y)=[SP]a(y). Hence a(y)EB(S/.?). But 
9(/l) is not abelian and a is a monomorphism. Hence 9(@) is not abelian, 
contradicting the fact that S/? is multiplicity free. We conclude therefore 
that U; ‘( S*S) does not converge a-strongly. 
5. INJECTIVE NESTS 
Given a nest B and an invertible operator S, the results of Section 4 give 
some consequences of assuming the net UT ‘(S*S) converges. The example 
in Section 4 shows that there exists a nest ~5 in 99(M) for which the net 
U; ‘(S*S) fails to converge o-strongly, so it is not clear whether there exist 
interesting nests for which the convergence of the net U;‘(S*S) is guaran- 
teed for each SE &!. The purpose of this section is to show that for a cer- 
tain class of nests, namely the injective nests, the net U,‘(S*S) converges 
a-strongly for every invertible operator S. Our methods are also used to 
give a generalization of a result of Gohberg and Krein (Theorem 5.10) and 
a characterization of when an invertible operator factors with respect o an 
injective nest (Theorem 5.8). 
DEFINITION. Let 9 and d be C*-algebras with 6’ G 5. A conditional 
expactation from 9 onto d is a linear map 4: B + d such that d(b) = b for 
all be& and Il&a)jl G Ilull for every atz9. 
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Conditional expectations have some properties which we will use. For the 
proof see [14, Theorem 3.41. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let d be a C*-subalgebra of a C*-algebra 9. If 
4: 9 + 8 is a conditional expectation, then 
(a) 4(x*x) > 0 for all x E 9, 
(b) d(axb) = ad(x) b, a, b E 8, XE 9, 
(c) 4(x)* (b(x) < &x*x), x E a. 
Recall that for a nest 6 with finitely many elements we let Q&(x)= 
C; =, APkx APk ; here 6: 0 = P, < . ’ ’ < P, = I. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 (Arveson [2]). Let p be a nest in JZ and suppose 
@: .A4 + 9(p) is a faithful normal conditional expectation. For x E A, form 
the net (@Jx)), 6 a partition of fi. Then @s(x) converges o-strongly to Q(x). 
DEFINITION. Let /? be a nest in A. We say that fi is infective if there 
exists a faithful normal conditional expectation @: ./I + 9(/I). 
Our terminology is motivated by the fact that if JZ = 99(X) and /? is 
injective, then 9(p) is an injective von Neumann algebra. 
Note that Proposition 5.2 implies that for an injective nest /I, the con- 
ditional expectation @: & -+ 9(B) is unique and that @ restricted to Alg /? 
is a homomorphism. (For A, BEADY /I?, one has od(AB)= @,(A) Q,(B), 
thus @ is a homomorphism on Alg /?; uniqueness is clear.) Therefore for an 
injective nest p we will let @‘a (or @ when no confusion can arise) denote 
the faithful normal conditional expectation of JZ onto 9(p). We will use .+$ 
(or 9) to denote the ideal YD = (x E Alg B: QB(x) = O}. 
Using a result of Arveson, also in [Z], one can describe the injective 
nests in 98(X’); they are the purely atomic nests. 
For a nest 6 with finitely many elements, say 6 = { Pk}gEO and an inver- 
tible operator SE .M, define ps, 6 : .J%‘ + JZ and vs, 6 : .& + .H by 
n-l 
PSAT)= c CsP,l TAP/c+, 
k=O 
n-1 
vs,a(T)= c APk+,T~SPkI, TEA. 
k=O 
Note that by the remark following Proposition 3.1, 
P’s, s(S) = w- ws*9 
and 
vs. 6(s*) = (I- L;l(S*S)) s*. 
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Hence the net { U;‘(S*S): 6 is a partition of a} converges a-strongly if and 
only if the net {ps, a(S): 6 is a partition of a} converges a-strongly. 
For idempotents e, f in a ring, we write e < f if and only if ef = fe = e. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Regard ps,s and vs,& as bounded operators on A. 
Then 
(i) ks is an idempotent linear mapping with 
rangep,,=SY,= {Sx:xE&6) 
kernelp,,=S*-‘Alg61=(S*-‘x:xEAlg61}. 
0’) vs,& is an idempotent linear mapping with 
range vs, d = Y&S* = { xS*: x E $,I = 9:) 
kernel v s,a=(Alg6)S-1=(xS-1:xEAlg6). 
(ii) If 6, and b2 are nests with finitely many elements and 6, c 6, then 
Ps, 6, s Ps, 62 and VS,6,~VS 6 3 2’ 
Proof. We shall prove the proposition for ps, 6 only. The corresponding 
statements about vs, 6 follow from the observation that for TEA, 
(PS, s(T))* = vs, AT*)+ 
As the (invertible) operator S is fixed, throughout this proof we shall 
omit the subscript 5’ and write pa instead of ps s. 
We compute: ,ua(pa(T))=C;!h [SP,](x;:i [SPi] TAPj+,) APk+, = 
pa(T) because APj AP, is non-zero only when j = k. Hence p6 is an idem- 
potent linear mapping. 
We claim that SY8 E range pa. Let y E Y6. Since y E Alg 6 we have 
But y E ker Ga 
n-l 
y= 1 APjyAPk= 1 Pj+lyAPj+,- 
j < k j=O 
so y=z;:d Pjy APi+,. Then 
n-1 
( 
n-1 
pa= C CSP/cl 1 SPjYAPj+, AP,+I 
k=O j=O 
n-1 
= 1 C-kl-kyAPk+, 
k=O 
n-1 
= 1 sp,Y Apk.l, 
k=O 
because [Spk] SPk = SPk. Hence pa(Sy) = Sy so our claim holds. 
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To see that range ,us G Sj8 simply note that for any TE Jt, 
n-1 
S-‘/i*(T)= c P,(P,S*SP&‘S*TAP,+, 
k=O 
which belongs to Alg 6 n Ker CD*. We have thus shown that range pa = SJ$. 
We now identify the kernel of pLa. The inclusion S*-’ Alg ~3~ c Ker pLa 
follows from the definition of pa and Lemma 2.1. 
Let y E Ker pa. We show that S*y belongs to Alg ~3~. First note that 
Pks*[spk] = Pks*. Hence S*[SPk] = PkS* -t- P:S*[SPk], k= 1, . . . . n. 
Thus 
s*y = s*y - s*&(y) 
n-1 
=s*y- c s*[sp,] J’dpk.1 
k=O 
n-1 n-1 
=s*J’- 1 Pks*ydpk+l- c P,$S*[SPklYAPk+, 
k=O k=O 
n-1 n-l 
= 1 Apk,ls*ypk+l- c P,$*[SPkl YApk+l. 
k=O k=O 
For Pi E 6 we have 
n-1 
PjS*yP,I = 1 Pj APk+ 1 S*YPk+ 1 Pf 
k=O 
n-1 
- C PjPks*[sPk] Y APk+lP/ 
k=O 
=o 
because 
PjAPk,,=PjP:=O when j < k and 
P k+lP; =LtPk+& =o when j>k. 
Therefore S*y E Alg ~3~ and the proof of (i) is complete. 
For part (ii) we Write 6, = (Pk};!O and 82~ {Qk}:=, and assume 
6,c_6,. Fix k with O<k<n-1. We claim that 
[SpkI Paz(T) Apk+ I= L--k] TAPk+l. 
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For some integers r and j we have Pk=Q,<Qr+,< ... <Q,+j=Pk+l. 
Note that [SP,] [SQi] = [SP,] for r < i < r + j. Thus 
I + j 
r+J 
= ,=F+, [=‘,I ( ‘2’ CSQml TAQ,, I) AQ, 
m=O 
r+J 
= C CSP/clCSQi-11 TAQi 
i=rtl 
I + j 
= CSPk3 T 1 AQi 
i=r+l 
= CSP,] TAPk+l, 
so the claim holds. 
Therefore 
n-1 
P&~,(T)) = c [=,I P&J AP/c+ 1 
k=O 
n-1 
= ,;, cspkI TAPAt I= P&‘? 
Since [SP,][SQ,] = [SQ,][SP,] and AQr APk = APk AQ, for every r, k, 
we may interchange the order of summation in 
n-l I-1 
~a,@sz(T))= 1 [=,I c CSQrl TAQr+, 
k=O r=O 
to conclude that pa2 0 ,u~, = pa, 0 pa2 = pLs,. This completes the proof. i 
Our next objective is to show that pS, 6 induces a (self-adjoint) projection 
on certain Hilbert spaces. 
Let o be a faithful normal weight on .M and let C,(o) = 
{x E J?: 0(x*x) c co}. We let L’(Jl, o) denote the Hilbert space obtained 
by completing C,(w) with respect to the norm induced by the inner 
product on C,(o) given by (x, y)O=w(y*x). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let /I be an injective nest in Jl and let CO be a faithful 
normal state on ./I such that o 0 CD = co. Let SE 4 be invertible and let 6 be 
a partition of /3. Then there exists a self-adjoint projection Q on L2(.M, o) 
such that for every r E .M we have 
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Proof We claim that for x, ye A we have (p&x), y), = 
(x, p&y)),. Using Proposition 5.1(b) and the fact that AP,,, belongs to 
the center of 9(b), we compute 
(Ps, a(x), Y>, = 4Y*Ps, 6(X)) 
n-1 
=k;04~*CWl xAP/c+,) 
n-l 
=k~ow(@(~*CW xAP,+,)) 
n-1 
= kgo d’W*C=‘,l x1 AP/c+,) 
n-1 
=k~OW(AP~+~‘W*CW x)) 
n-1 
=k~ow(@W’~+~~*W,I ~1) 
n-1 
=k~oWP~+~~*I=‘J x)= (x,~s,d~))o. 
Now if Ilxllz= (x,x),, XEJH, we have 
Ilh,&)ll2, = (PS,~(X), Ps,a(X)), 
= (Ps, S(X)> x , 
G llPs,6(xN*lI4I*~ 
It follows that for all XE A! one has IIpLs, a(x)llz < llxllz and hence pLs, 6
extends to a self-adjoint projection on L*(.M, 0). This finishes the 
proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.5 [14, 111.5.31. If o is a faithful normal positive linear 
functional on Jt, then the o-strong topology in the unit ball .M, of .M 
is metrized by d(x, y) = o((x- y)* (x-y))“‘. The metric d on J& is 
complete. 
We now come to one of our main results. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let fl be an injective nest in M and let S be an invertible 
operator in J?. Then the net (Ui ‘(S*S)) (where 6 is a partition of j3) 
converges o-strongly. Moreover, tf B denotes this limit, then Q(B) = I. 
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Proof: The fact that @i(B) = Z follows from the normality of 0 and the 
fact that @(U, ‘(S*S)) = @(@J U;i(S*S))) = 1 for every partition 6. We 
now turn our attention to showing that U;l(S*S) converges a-strongly. 
Let o be a faithful normal state on M such that o 0 @ = w. (Such states 
always exist: if o, is a faithful normal state on 9(/I), take o = o, 0 @.) 
We shall prove that p&S) converges o-strongly. The theorem follows 
because I- U,‘(S*S) = S-‘p, ,JS). 
By Lemma 5.4, p’s, 6 induces a self-adjoint projection on L2(&, w) which 
we again call p’s, 6. The collection {Pi, 6 : 6 is a partition of /I} forms an 
increasing net of projections on L’(M, o) by Proposition 5.3. Since any 
increasing net of projections on a Hilbert space converges strongly, there 
exists a projection ps on L2(M, w) such that Pi, 6 -+ ps in the strong 
operator topology. 
Therefore p&S) +pJS) in L2(M, 0). In particular ps, JS) is a 
Cauchy net of vectors in L’(&, 0). Since {ps, s(S) > is a bounded set of 
operators in A, we may apply Proposition 5.5 to conclude that there exists 
an operator BE .M such that pLs, s(S) + B a-strongly. This completes the 
proof. [ 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let b be an injective nest in .M. Then every invertible 
operator in .M has a left partial factorization along /?. 
Proof. Combine Theorem 5.6 and Proposition 4.5. 1 
Remark. In [ 133 Larson shows that a nest in a(X) has the universal 
factorization property if and only if the nest is countable. It is not difficult 
to construct an uncountable purely atomic nest z!? in g(s). If S is an inver- 
tible operator which fails to factor along /.I, then we see by Proposition 4.6 
that U;‘(S*S) fails to converge a-*-strongly, even though U;‘(S*S) 
converges c-strongly. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let /3 be an injective nest in A. Then an invertible 
operator SE .M factors along /I if and only if Sfl is an injective nest. 
Proof: Suppose S= VA, where V is a unitary element of d and A, 
A ~ ’ E Alg z!?. Define $: .M + J by $(x) = V@( V*xV) V*. Then $ is a 
faithful normal conditional expectation from 4 onto W(/I) V*. Thus 
to show S/3 is injective we merely need to verify that V9(/3) V* = Q(Sfl). 
But Alg S/I = S(Alg /?) S-’ = VA(Alg 8) A-IV* = V(Algfi) V* because 
A, A - ’ E Alg /I. Hence 
g(Q) = V(Alg /I) V* n (V(Alg /I) V*)* 
= V(Alg fin (Alg /I)*) V* 
= v.qjq v*. 
580/79/l-6 
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For the converse, suppose b and SD are injective. By Corollary 5.7, S has 
a left partial factorization along fl. We claim that S also has a right partial 
factorization along /?. Since S/l is injective, Corollary 5.7 implies that there 
exists an isometry W such that W*S-’ and SW belong to Alg Sfl= 
S(Alg /?) S- ‘. Hence S- ’ W* and WS belong to Alg /?. By taking V = W*, 
we see that S has a right partial factorization along /3. The result now 
follows from Proposition 4.4. 1 
The idea in the proof of Theorem 5.6 is to show that ps,a forms a 
self-adjoint projection on a certain Hilbert space. To do this we used a 
conditional expectation. The next lemma shows that if ~2 is semifinite we 
can eliminate the need for an expectation by using a trace. We omit the 
proof. 
hMMA 5.9. Let p be a nest in a semifinite von Neumann algebra (4, tr) 
and let SE Jll be invertible. Then there exist (self-adjoint) projections ps, d 
and F,, b on L2(~, tr) such that for every 5 E J%! n L2(4?, tr) we have 
PCS, 6(5) = Ps, s(t) 
vs, a(5) = vs. s(r). 
Moreover, there exist projections ps and vs on L2(.M, tr) such that 
k. 6 + k strongly 
and 
Vs. 6 -+ vs strongly. 
THEOREM 5.10. Let (A, tr) be a semifinite von Neumann algebra and let 
S be a positive invertible operator in .M such that T = I - S belongs to 
J4 n L’(&, tr). If fi is any nest in ~2, then there exists an invertible 
A E Alg fi (i.e., both A, A-’ E Alg /?) such that S= A*A. 
Proof. We show that V; l(S) converges a-*-strongly. The result then 
follows from Proposition 4.5. We have 
n-1 
U,r(S)=l- c (PkSP,J-lPk(l-T)dPk+l 
k=O 
n-1 
= 1 + c (PksPk)-’ PkTdPk+, 
k=O 
= 1 + S-“2ps,,z,g(S-“2T). 
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Since S l’*T belongs to A n L’(.&, tr), it follows from Lemma 5.9 that 
is a Cauchy net of vectors in L*(&, tr). But zb may also be regarded as a 
bounded net of operators in M by Proposition 3.4. One can now show that 
zs converges in the a-strong topology on A by using Proposition 5.5 
and the fact that {xe .M: tr( 1x1) < co} is norm dense in A.+ via the 
identification y -+ p,,, where p,(x) = tr( yx) (x E A). 
Since z6 converges a-strongly, so does U; l(S). 
Note that (U;‘(S))* = If (~~112, &( TS-“2)) S-l’*. By replacing 
PLSW, AS- “‘T) with ~~112, J TS -1/2) in the argument above, we conclude that 
U;‘(S) converges a-*-strongly. This concludes the proof. 1 
Remark. When J% = a(X)), the hypothesis on S is that I- S is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Theorem 5.9 was proved in the special case 
M = g(2) by Gohberg and Krein in [lo]. They proved the theorem by 
showing that I- U;i(S) converges to an element of g(z) in 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm. By using the fact that for any Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator R IIRlltacp,G IIRIIH.s., they conclude that I- 17; i(S) converges in 
operator norm and hence they obtain a factorization for S. 
If one tries to apply their methods in a general semilinite A, one 
encounters two difficulties: The methods they use to prove the convergence 
of I- U;‘(S) in Hilbert-Schmidt norm depend on the existence of minimal 
projections in a(X). The other difficulty is that we do not have the 
inequality 1(x1/ < llxll n.s. in a general semilinite A. 
The following corollary is not new; it follows from a result of Arveson. 
However, Theorem 5.9 gives an alternate proof. 
COROLLARY 5.11. If A is a finite von Neumann algebra and p is a nest 
in 4, then /3 has the universal factorization property. 
Proof. Every positive invertible operator satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 5.9. 1 
We saw in Section 4 that the o-*-strong convergence of U;‘(S*S) 
implies that S factors along /I. We do not know if the converse is true in 
general; however, for injective nests it is. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let /? be an injective nest in ~2 and let SE .M be 
invertible. The following are equivalent: 
(i) S*S=A*A, where ,4,A-‘~Alg/?. 
(ii) U;‘(S*S) converges a-*-strongly. 
(iii) U; ‘(S*S) converges o-strongly to an invertible element of A. 
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Proof: The implications (ii) =S (iii) and (iii)*(i) were shown in the 
proof of Proposition 4.5. 
(i) =S (ii) Note that for a partition 6 of /I, 
u,‘(s*s) = U,‘(A*A) = A -‘Q&4) 
and 
(u,‘(s*s))* =L;‘(A*A) = @&I*) /I*-‘. 
(These equalities follow from the uniqueness assertion of Proposition 3.1.) 
By Proposition 5.2, @JA) and @JA*) converge a-strongly. Hence 
U,‘(S*S) converges a-*-strongly. 1 
6. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE UNIVERSAL FACTORIZATION PROPERTY 
Our purpose in this section is to give a number of characterizations of 
the universal factorization property for nests within a factor A. Some of 
the results of this section are closely related to results appearing in Larson’s 
paper [ 131, however, our results show the usefulness of Larson’s ideas and 
in some cases extend them. 
The first objective of this section is to prove that the universal fac- 
torization property may be characterized by examining whether a certain 
subnest is countable. We then establish a connection between the universal 
factorization property, the non-existence of idempotents in Larson’s ideal 
Rr, and the finiteness of the ideal RF. Finally, we connect these notions to 
the cancellation law in a certain semigroup of idempotents related to RT. 
We begin with some notation. Fix a von Neumann algebra A and a nest 
/II in A?. For each P E /3 we let 
Is+(P)=v{Q~fi:Q>PandQ-Pisfinite) 
18(P)=// {QED: Q<P and P-Q is finite) 
pr= {A,(P): PC/?} u {A+(P): PC/?}. 
If there is no danger of confusion we simply write 1*(P) instead of At(P). 
We record some observations about these objects in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let /I be a nest in .M. Then the following statements 
hold: 
(a) If PI9 p2, and P, are elements of pr and P, < P, < P,, then 
P3 - P, is infinite. 
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(b) p,. is a subnest of fl. 
(c) (Br), = Pr* 
(d) Zf SE A? is invertible, then (Sp), = S(/?,). 
Proof (a) Let P,, P, E fir. It &ices to prove that if P3 - P, is finite 
then (XE~:P,<I-(X)<P,}={XE~:P,<~+(X)<P~}=~ and this is 
what we show. 
Let XE /I satisfy P, <C(X) <P,. We have n-(X) < X; note that in fact 
X--n-(X) is infinite. (Indeed if X-n-(X) is finite, then since n-(X)-P, 
is finite, so is X- P,. But then n-(X) < P, <l-(X), which is absurd.) The 
finiteness of P, -1-(X) now implies that X-P, is infinite. But then the 
definition of I-(X) implies that P3 < Iz - (X), contradicting our assumption 
that n-(X) < P,. Therefore (XE/?: P, c 2-(X) < P3} = 4. Similar con- 
siderations show that {XE/?: P, <n’(X)< P3} =d. The proof of (a) is 
complete. 
(b) As J-(O) = 0,1+(Z) = Z, and PI E /I, we need only prove that fir is 
closed under arbitrary joins and meets. 
Let G z /II and let P = V G. We claim that P E /Ir. If P E G nothing needs 
to be shown. Note that if P# G, the set {Q E /I: Q 6 P and P- Q is 
finite} = {P}. Indeed, since P = V G we see that whenever Q E /I and Q < P, 
there exists Ri E 8, such that Q < R, < R, c R, < P, hence P - Q is infinite 
by part (a). It follows that n-(P) = P so P E /I, and our claim is proved. 
Similarly if P = A G, then P E /Ir. Thus /?, is closed and so /I, is a nest. 
(c) For purposes of clarity, let y = /I,. Obviously y, c y. Let P E y. We 
have l;(P) < P < AT(P). If both inequalities are strict, then there exist 
Qi E y such that Qi < P c Q, and both P - Qi and Q2 -P are finite. But 
then Q2 - Q, is finite. Since Q, , Q,, P E p, this contradicts (a); hence we 
have PE {I;(P), A;(P)} as desired. 
(d) Let SE Jk’ be invertible and let P, Q E .4 be projections with 
Q c P. Note that P-Q is finite if and only if [SP] - [SQ] is finite 
(Indeed, S factors along the nest (0, Q, P, Z} so that there exists a unitary 
WE A such that [SP] - [SQ] = W(P- Q) W*.) 
It is now easily verified that if PE fi and Q = AT(P), R = 1,(P) then 
[SQ] = A&( [SP]) and [SR] = A&[SP]). It follows that if y =/I,, then 
Sy = (S/I), as desired. u 
The definitions of l;(P) and /I, are due to Larson. We shall call /I, the 
reduced nest of 8. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let fi be a nest in a von Neumann algebra .M such that /3, is 
countable. Then /I is injective. 
Proof: First observe that /Ir is purely atomic. Indeed, if F is the sum of 
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the atoms of /I,, then (1 - F) a, = (( 1 - F) P: P E /I,} is a continuous nest 
in (1 -F) &!( 1 -F). Hence 1 -F= 0 for otherwise (1 -F) fir is uncoun- 
table, contradicting the fact that 8, is countable. 
Now let q= Q2- Qi (Qi~p,) be an atom of 8,. We claim that q/l= 
{ qP: P E p} is an injective nest in qA?q. This is clear if q is also an atom of 
B, so we assume that there exists PE B with Q, < P < Q,. Since q is an 
atom of /I, we have 2; (P) > Qz and 2; (P) < Qi. Therefore there exist 
monotone sequences (x,) and (v,) in /I such that x, + Q,, y, + Q2 and 
P - x, and y, - P are finite for each n. Then (y, - x,) is a sequence of finite 
projections in 9(q/l) which converges trongly to q. It follows that qAq is 
semifinite and that if tr is a faithful normal semifinite trace on qA’q then tr 
restricted to S(q/?) is again semilinite. By [ 14, Proposition V.2.361, q/3 is 
injective in q&q; we let @, be the faithful normal conditional expectation 
of q&q onto 9(q/?). 
Let E be the set of atoms of pr and set 
@(xl= c @,hF7)~ XEdd. 
4EE 
Then @ is a faithful normal conditional expectation of &Y onto 9(qfi); 
hence p is injective. 1 
Our intention is to characterize the universal factorization property in 
terms of p,. We do this in Theorem 6.4, however, first we require the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let p be a nest in M such that /I, is uncountable. Then there 
exists a purely atomic, uncountable subnest y of /I such that every atom of y 
is an infinite projection. 
Proof. We shall prove that there exists an uncountable purely atomic 
subnest y of 8, such that if E is an atom of y, then E is not an atom of /I,. 
The lemma then follows from Proposition 6.1(a). 
It will be convenient to parametrize B, by a compact subset K E [0, 11. 
To this, let w be a faithful normal state on JG! and put K= {o(P): P E /?,I. 
The map P + o(P) is an order-preserving homeomorphism of /I, onto K 
and if tcK we let P,=o-l(t). The map tEK+P, is the desired 
parametrization. 
K is a closed uncountable subset of [0, l] with 0, 1 E K. An exercise in 
measure theory shows that there exists a subset FG K which is closed, 
uncountable, 0, 1 E F, and such that m(F) = 0. (Here m denotes Lebesgue 
measure.) 
Let u = {P,: t E F} and note that u is an uncountable subnest of b,. We 
claim that cr is also purely atomic. Write [0, l]\F as a disjoint union of 
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open intervals and note that the atoms of (T are in one to one correspon- 
dence with these intervals. The fact that m( [O, 1 ] \F) = 1 now implies that 
cr is purely atomic. 
We now construct the subnest y; it will be a carefully chosen subnest 
of Cr. 
Let g be an increasing homeomorphism of [0, l] onto itself such that 
g(F) has non-zero Lebesgue measure, say m( g(F)) = r. (We may take 
g = g, + g,, where g, is a continuous function whose derivative is 0 on the 
compliment of a perfect subset of F and g, is a linear function.) 
Write [0, l] - g(F) as a disjoint union, [0, l] - g(F) = lJ ;” (ai, bi), and 
set G=(O, 1)n lJ;” (a,-r/10’, b;+r/lO’) and let H= [0, l]\G. Then 
HE g(F) is closed, and 0, 1 E H. We claim H is uncountable. We have 
m(G)<: (hi-ai)+2rf 10-j 
1 I 
= 1 -m(g(F))+$= 1 -$, 
hence m(H) = 1 - m(G) > $ > 0. Therefore H is uncountable. 
Let y = {P, : t E g- ‘( H) }. Then y is an uncountable, purely atomic sub- 
nest of B,. It remains to prove that no atom of y is also an atom of B,. 
Let E = P,, - P,, be an atom of y. Then g(tl), g(f2) E H and 
(g(t,), g(t2))C [0, l]\H=G. Now if E is also an atom of 0, then 
(g(ti), g(tz)) is one of the intervals appearing in the disjoint union 
CO, II- g(F) = U;” (ai, bi), say (g(tl), g(f2)) = (a,, bk). But by conmc- 
tion of G, ak and bk both belong to G. Hence g(ti), g(t2) 4 H, a contradic- 
tion. We conclude that E is not an atom of (T and therefore E is not an 
atom of pr. This completes the proof. 1 
The following result was conjectured by D. Larson. Larson proved it 
when A! = 8(X). 
THEOREM 6.4. Let .M be a factor and let /3 be a nest in A. Then j3 has 
the universal factorization property if and only if /lr is countable. 
Proof: Suppose /I, is countable. By Lemma 6.2, /I is injective. If SE A is 
invertible, Proposition 6.1(d) shows that (S/I), is countable, hence Sfl is 
injective. By Theorem 5.7, S factors along fl. It follows that b has the 
universal factorization property. 
For the converse, we shall show that if 8, is uncountable, then there 
exists an invertible SE A? which fails to factor along b. First & is an 
infinite factor (for otherwise /I, = (0, Z}), so we may assume that 
A? = A0 6 99(X), where Jllb is unitarily equivalent to A?. 
By Lemma 6.3, we may find an uncountable, purely atomic subnest y of 
/I such that each atom of y is infinite. Let rr be a faithful normal represen- 
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tation of A on Y? and let y’ = (ZMO @ n(P): P E y}. Then y’ is a nest 
in J? and we claim that there exists a unitary WE J? such that 
WP W* = IA0 @ n(P) for each P E y, i.e., Wy = y’. Note that Q is an atom of 
y if and only if Z-ruO@ rc(Q) is an atom of y’; hence y’ is purely atomic. 
Moreover for each atom Q of y, both Q and ZAO @ n(Q) are infinite projec- 
tions. Since & is a factor there exists a partial isometry vo such that 
v2;vo = Q and vov$=Z,,@rc(Q). Now let E be the set of atoms of y and 
put w= X:Q& vo. Then W is unitary because y and y’ are both purely 
atomic and it is readily checked that WP W* = ZAO @I n(P). 
The nest r~ = (n(P): P E y > is an injective, uncountable nest in 9(X), 
hence by Larson’s characterization of the universal factorization property 
for nests in g’(X) [ 13, Theorem 4.73, we may find an invertible operator 
T E %I(&‘) which does not factor along cr. An application of Theorem 5.7 
now shows that ZdO@ T does not factor along y’, hence if 
S= W*(Z,,@ T) W we see that S does not factor along y. Since y is a 
subnest of p, S does not factor along p. This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let A’ be a factor. Zf a nest p in A+%? has the universal 
factorization propeky, then /? is injective. 
Proof: Combine Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.4. 1 
Let fi be a nest in a von Neumann algebra 4. Then if SE 4 is inver- 
tible, S is said to act absolutely continuously on #I if given any purely atomic 
subnest y of /I; Sy is also purely atomic. For any nest /I in A, we set 
Rr = { TE Alg /I: Given E > 0, there exists a purely atomic subnest 
y of /I such that II QY( T)]] < E}. 
Remarks. (1) The definitions of absolute continuity and Rr are due 
to Larson; see [13]. 
(2) Note that by Theorem 5.7, an invertible operator acts absolutely 
continuously on /I if and only if it factors along every purely atomic 
subnest of /I. 
PROPOSITION 6.6 (Larson). Let /I be a nest in A. 
(a) Rr is a norm closed, two-sided ideal in Alg /I such that 
9(/l) n RT = (0). 
(b) Let SE ~2 be invertible. Then S acts absolutely continuously on /I 
if and only if RT contains no non-zero idempotent normalized by S. 
The proof of Proposition 6.6 may be found in [13]. It is stated there for 
4 = a(#), but the proofs remain the same for general Jt’. 
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PROPOSITION 6.7. Let fi be a nest in a factor A!. The following are 
equivalent. 
(a) /? has the universal factorization property. 
(b) For every idempotent e E Alg B, there exists a normalizer a of e 
such that both a and a-l belong to Alg B (hence sea-’ is a projection in 
WV). 
(c) Rr contains no non-zero idempotent. 
(d) R,” is finite. 
(e) Every invertible operator acts absolutely continuously on /I. 
Proof: The equivalence of statements (c) and (e) follows from 
Proposition 6.6. 
(a) + (b) Let e2 = e E Alg fi. Let SE d be a normalizer of e. Factor 
S = Wa, where both a- ‘, a E Alg Z? and W is a unitary element of .H. Then 
a is the desired normalizer of e. 
(b)*(d) Let x, ye+ satisfy xy= 1. Write x=2+x0, 
y=p+ yo, where ,$PE@ and x0, y,~Rr. One verifies that @=l and 
hence e = I- yx is an idempotent which belongs to RF. Therefore we may 
find aE Alg p with a-l E Alg fi such that sea-’ E 9(/I). But RT is an ideal 
so sea-’ E 9(b) n R; = (0). We conclude that e = 0, hence yx = I. Thus R,” 
is finite. 
(d) + (e) Let SE J? be an invertible operator and let y be a purely 
atomic subnest of p. By the remark preceding Proposition 6.6, it suffices to 
show that S factors along y. By Theorem 5.6, the net { U;‘(S*S): 6 is a 
partition of y} converges to an operator B with G,(B) =I. Using 
Lemma 4.2 we see that D = B*S*SB is an invertible element of 9(y). Thus 
if we put L = S*SBD- ‘I2 we find that L* E Alg y, L*B=Z and hence 
@,(L*) = I. Note that R,” = Alg y n ker @,,, hence L* and B both belong to 
(R;)+. Since RF E Rr and RT is finite, the relation L*B= Zimplies that B 
is Invertible. By Proposition 4.6, S factors along y, It follows that S acts 
absolutely continuously on /?. 
(e) + (a) We prove the contrapositive of (e) =E- (a). By Theorem 6.4, 
it suffices to prove that if PI is uncountable, then there exists an invertible 
SE & which does not act absolutely continuously. 
Assume then that p, is uncountable. By Lemma 6.3, there exists a purely 
atomic, uncountable subnest y of fi such that each atom of y is inlinte. It is 
then easily checked that yr = y, so Theorem 6.6 assures us that there exists 
an invertible SE J which does not factor along y. In particular S fails to 
act absolutely continuously on a. 1 
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The following shows the connection between factorization problems and 
the semigroup of idempotents. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. Let p be a nest in a factor A. The following are 
equivalent. 
(a) p has the stable factorization property. 
(b) The inclusion map i: 9(B) -+ Alg /I induces an isomorphism 
i,: Y(g(fi)) + Y(Alg /?) of semigroups. 
(c) Y(R,“+) satisfies the cancellation law. (Recall RT+ is R,” with a 
unit adjoined.) 
(d) R p” is stably finite. 
Proof. (b) G- (a) Let e* = e E M,(R;). We claim that e =O. Since i, is 
onto there exists a E M, +,(Alg /I) with a- ’ E M, +,(Alg /I) such that 
a(e@O,)a-’ belongs to M,+,(Q(/?)). Then each entry in the matrix 
a(e@O,) a-’ belongs to Rr n 59(/3); it follows that e = 0. A routine 
argument shows that M,(Rr) = RB”,,“. Proposition 6.7 now shows that 
B 0 Z,, has the universal factorization property and so statement (a) follows. 
(a) 3 (b) By Corollary 6.5, p is injective; we let Cp: M + 9(/I) be the 
faithful normal expectation. Recall that 0) A,g p is a homomorphism. Since 
@~i=id~(~), we see that @*oi, = id9(p(g(8u. Therefore i, is one to one. 
To see that i, is onto, first note that Alg(/?@Z,) = M,(Alg 8) and 
9(/?@Z,) = M,(a(b)). The fact that i, is onto now follows from 
Proposition 6.7. 
(a)*(c) Let x, y, z E Y(Rr+) satisfy x+ z = y + z. Then by 
Corollary 6.5, fi is injective so Q.+(x) + Q*(z) = G*(y) -t G*(z). But G,(x), 
@.J y), Q,(z) E Y(@Z) because R,” E ker @ n Alg /I. By the cancellation law 
for Y(C) we have Q,(x) = Q,(y). As above, @* 0 i, = (id,),. By the 
equivalence of (a) and (b), i, is an isomorphism. Therefore x = y. Hence 
Y( RF + ) has cancellation. 
(c) =- (d) Suppose x, y E M,(Rp” + ) satisfy xy = Z. Then if 
a= (,2;, e), we have a-‘= (6 ‘,J‘“) and a(Z@O)a-‘=Z@(l-yx). 
Hence [Z] + [Z- yx] = [Z] + [0] in P’(R,“+). It follows that I- yx=O, 
i.e., yx = I. Thus M,(R; + ) is finite. 
(d) =- (a) by Proposition 6.7. 
We have shown (b) o (a) =- (c) * (d) * (a) so the proof is complete. 1 
In general a finite ring need not be stably finite; in fact this phenomenon 
can occur even for C*-algebras: there exists a finite C*-algebra 9 such that 
M2(F) is not finite. Of course it is well known that a finite von Neumann 
algebra is stably finite. The following result is somewhat surprising. 
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THEOREM 6.9. Let fi be a nest in a factor&. Then Rr isfinite if and only 
tf RF is stably finite. 
Proof If RT is finite, then Proposition 6.7 shows that /? has the univer- 
sal factorization property and hence by Theorem 6.4, PI is countable. But 
S’n@eZ$ = /?r 0 Z,; therefore /? @ Z,, has the universal factorization property. 
r* ,” = M,( RT), another application of Proposition 6.7 shows that 
M,(Rr ) is finite. 
Since the converse is obvious, the proof is finished. 1 
Theorem 6.9 provides the “missing link” between Propositions 6.7 and 
6.8. We summarize our findings in the following. 
THEOREM 6.10. Let /I? be a nest in a factor A. The following are 
equivalent. 
(a) B has the universal factorization property. 
(b) fl has the stable factorization property. 
(c) 8, is countable. 
(d) RF is finite. 
(e) M,(Rr) is finite for each n E N. 
(f) Given any ez = e E Alg /I, there exists a E Alg p with aA1 E Alg /I 
such that sea-’ is a projection in 9(b). 
(g) Zf i: 9(p) + Alg fi is the inclusion map, then i,: 9(9(/?)) + 
Y(Alg fl) is a semigroup isomorphism. 
(h) Rs” contains no non-zero idempotent. 
(i) The cancellation law holds in Y(Rr+). 
(j) Every invertible operator acts absolutely continuously on B. 
Moreover, if any one of the above statements hold, then /I is injective. 
Proof Combine Propositions 6.7 and 6.8, Theorems 6.4 and 6.9, and 
Corollary 6.5. 1 
The following is immediate. 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let /3 be a nest in a factor A. Zf /I has the universal 
factorization property, then i, : Z&,(9(/?)) + K,(Alg /I) is an isomorphism. 
It is possible to apply the tools developed in this paper to compute the 
K0 group of any nest algebra in W(2); see [17]. 
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